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Introduction:

On November 14th, t 944 9 Col. Wo E. Van Steen:nirgb.9

Director of Artl.llery, Departmant of National Defence (b_rznS•) 9

Ottawa, Ontario, roque.qtod the assistance of these Laboratories

with r©Gard to we1.d.3.ng of tails to J.NG-m, p mortar bombs.

A bomb was e.ubr.iittad for exar.ninat3.on which was selected at

random from those now weldYC' o

-'he fo7.lowing ini'orrzat;ion was obtained 41.n conversa-

tions with Col. I?. P. J3allantyiie and P,lajor Leslie (Superin-

tendents Ballistics Laboratory, Valcartier, Quebec) :

Initially the tail pieces were attached to the

bomb body by means of a threaded joint. 1'3.ring tricls

revealed that the ta.:I.l pieecs would reacïily break off

from the bomb proper, res;ilting in wild rourtci- "' r

threaded joint was snïOsequently --reinforced by a ;:j.nt;le

;(601 included ang3o;, sïn^;10-pass weld and firir.•g
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(Intro(iuction e  oonted) - 

trials showed considerable reduction in the number 

of wild rounds but not their complete elimination. . 	. 

It was also stated that the sound of wild 

rounds in flight was distinctly di2ferent from that 

of g normal round indicating abnormal interference. 

- wlth the airflow around the projectile, InproDor 

eignment of the tall piece with the body of  the 

/bomb was indicated by the tact  that some bombs *mid 

" not go into the mortar barrel. , 

The welding of all bombs was done at the 

machine shop or the 'CialoarUer Proof'Establishment 9 

 inspection Board' of United Ungdom and Canada 	. 

Valoartier o  Quebec. The i'roof gstablishment . was 

- 

 

visited and approximately 45 welded bombs were ex:m-

ined, A check of the welding'operation'revealed • 

that a Stolco No, 704 e 	 welding,olpotrode 

was used with a Hobart D.C. welding machine.,driven  bÿ 

. a gasoline motor, No jigging of any kindwas used e . 

the threaded joint being depended upep to .preserve 

alignment, Voiding tests indicated ehàt the welding 

• machine was incôrrect in its-settingsw.due to "wander!' 

over a period of time*, 	. 	 • 

No information .  is available as epe  the weelex.ig of 

the tall fl:ne to the tail,ploce proper. 

ObJeot of Investigation:- " 

(i) To fàxamine the welding . of the mortar bomb 

with a view to "ascertaining to whatxtent 

welding nay be responsible for wild rounds. 

(2) To submît recommendationS to improve the 
; 

welding  te inique  le this proves to be 
advisable. 	 • 

' 	 . 	 „ • 	 . 
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Procedure: 

•  (1)  The mortar  bomb  wns  phrtographed  in  the  "as 

received" condition. "I‘Igure 1 shows this photograph. 

(2) A  careful  v1nua3. examination of the bomb 

revealed that  the  tail  fine  are made by stamping  a  U-shaped 

piece, thus  ferming  two  fins. There are a total  of 6 euch 

pieces, or 12 individual fins. These units  are  attached  tc 

tho tail piece by means of two spot welds and two fillet 

welds on the outside of the unit. Presumably the spot 

welding iu used as  a  means of alignment and aCcurate placing 

of the unit and the subsequent fillet wLlds  are  provided  for 

additional strength. Figure 2 shows two spot welds attaching 

a fin unit to the tail piece and Figure 3  the  fillet welds. 

Note the post-welding machining in each photograph. 

The weld joining the tall piece to the bomb 

body, although machined flush, shewed serieus welding  defects 

such as slag inclusicne, unfilled cratera,  and  undercutting. 

Figure 4 is a photograph cf  this  weld and shows e long alag 

inclusion. 

(3) The machining shcwn in Picure 4 was such as 

to  indicate improper alignment of the tail piece with the 

bomb  body, Thia alignment was checked in the following 

manner:  An accurately machined threaded plug was fitted into 

the  threaded rose hole of the bemb.  This. plug was  then  gripped 

in tho chuck of a lathe and  the  bomb body supported in a jack 

rest acurately centred  on the  centre 'of the machined plu;. 

The  comb  was then rotated and  the  alignment checked by moans 

cf  a  micrometer spriniL: sauge   at  three areas, namely, at_the 

nose, at the ene of the  tapered  bcreb bedy, and as close te 

the end of the tail piece as  the  tail fins would permit. It 

was found that the nose  hole  was  0.012  inch c.f.i.  centre s  the 

tapered end of the body J.003 inch  out  of alignment, and  the 
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(2rocedure, contld - 

end of  the  tail piece 0.011  inch  out of aliment.  

(4) racrc  sections  were machined from tail-piece-

to-bomb-body welds, through the weldinG defects  and also 

through the tail fin welds. Figures 5 and 6 show typical 

defects in the tail-piece-to-bomb-body weld. Figure 7 shows 

a section through the contre of  a spot weld and beeth fillet 

welds joining a fin unit  to the tail piece. 

(5) A microscopic examination  cf  three sections 

reveals  a  crack  in each of the samples shown in Vigures 5 

and  6. These cracks  extena completel; through the weld metal 

to  the surface and oripinate ut  the wolding  defects.  In the 

case of the  tail fin  unit,  the spot weld contains  a large  as  

cavity  surrounded by numerous cracks« 

Figure 8 shows the normalized structure of the 

tail piece proper and Figure 9 the heat-treated structure of 

the bomb body. Figure 10  shows  the structure of the heat-

affected zone of the bomb body at the weld jcining the tail 

piece to the bomb proper. This structure  is  typical of the 

heat-affected zones of all welds.  Figure 11 shows  the struc-

ture or the tail fin material. 

(6) Chemlcal analyals wae made of the bomb body, 

tail piece and tail fin  units, with the following resulte: 

Bomb 	Tail 	Tail Pin 
.130(1.3". 	Piece 	unit   

-  Per Cent - 

Carbon 	- 	0.55 	3.42 	005  
Phosphorus 	- 	0,010  0.008 	0.010 
Sulphur 	. 	0.029  0,029 	0.029 
Manganese 	- . 	0.74 	0.95 	0.02 
Silicon 	- 	0,24 	021 	Trace. 
Chromium 	. 	Trace. Trace. 	None, 
Nickel 	- 	None. 	0.18 	None. 
Molybdenum 	- 	Trace, 0.12 	Trace. 

(7) Hardness tests, using  a  Vickers machine  and 

A 

• 
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(Procedure, conted) - 

a 10.kilogram load,  were made cn the normal bemb, tail piece 

and tail unit  materials. In adc .ition, the heat-affected zones 

of each  were tested. r2ho folluaing table  lists  the recuits  ' 

.secured: 
Normal 	Heat-Affected 
Material 	Zone veld 

Bomb body  - 	242 	 484  • 	234 
Tail piece - 	225 	 406 	 234 
Tail unit - 	108 	 132 	 232 

A similar hardness testing on the spot weld 

area produced the following results: 

Normal tall piece  - 225 
Heat-affected zone 	396 
Nugget 	 - 298 

.11M•••■••••■■■■ 	  

I/MOM 

Discussion:  

All welde an the bomb assembly, without exception, 

show,welding defects of a serioua nature. The following table 

lists the welds and the defects found: 

Weld 	 Defects Pound  

Spot welds. 	 -  Gas cavities  and  numerous 
cracks. 

Fillet welds of fin units,  -  Slag inclusions at roots 
of welds. 

A 

-  Slag inclusions  at  roots of 
welds; cracks completely 
through weld metal; cracks 
along fusion line; unfilled 
craters .  

Butt weld joining tall 
piece to bomb body. 

MM. 

All of these  defects act  as severe stress raisers 

and, as such, can readily cause complete failure on sudden 

application of stresses. 

It is difficult to offer an opinion as to the cause 
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(Discussion,  contrd) 

of the  defects found in the spot welds. In Figure 7 it will 

be noted  that there ie considerable projection of the tail-

piece  material into the fin material. It is Improbable that 

this  is a result of the spot-welding technique. It would 

appear that a stud has been mchined onto the surface of the 

tail piece in the welding area, If this is the case it is 

very unusual and its neceeeity .  is open to question. The gas 

cavities and cracks in this weld are probably due to either 

of the following, (1) excessive welding current and/or weldi% 

time or (2) too small electrode surface. It must be borne in 

mind that the tail piece is of such a composition as to be 

very sensitive to the thermal cycle of welding and that, 

consequently; hard brittle etructures may be produced. 

The defects  round in the fillet welds are to be 

expected in view of the difficulty of proper electrode mani-

pulation within the narrow spaces between fin units. It is 

net thought, however, that slag inclusions at the root of  . 

these welds would be a serious  source of  difficulty, provided 

that they are kept to a minimum. The poesibility does exist 

that exPlosions of secondary charges placed between the fins 

may reeult in severe distortion of the fins. This action 

would be enhanced by the presence of welding deects in the 

fillet welda. 

Of the weldings examined, the single-pass butt weld 

joining the tail piece to the bomb body exhibits the grossest 

defects, The slag inclusions and unfilled craters are the 

result of careless or unskilled welding. Ibe cracks found 

have  ail  originated ÎL these areas of slag inclusion and 

emphasize their strese.raising effect, Tha fact that the 

threaded  joint resulted in failure indicates that uevere streesee 

. r 
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(isouseion, conttd) 

are Impoeed on this joint In firing. The Lmprovement  noted 

after welding would be exelected, since the area cf metal 

resisting the etresees Ir increased. Fowever, the  fundamental 

fault of the) joint still remains. This la t:le sovere straps-

raising effect of the right-angled joint where the throaded 

end of the tail piece joine into the tall piece proper .. The 

welding was such an to leave this area unaffected  (see Figurez 

5 and (5)< This condition sbould be rectigedae by rocommendatione 

previously made;in  rooR.L.  ;lemorandum v-70,  November 28th,  1944', 

together with chenges  of electrode  and the usa of  a  jige The 

eXtreme hardening  of  the  body  und tail  piece  material, due to  

the thermal cycle of welding, would be expected from the high 

hardenabIlity of both  materials (see  Figure 10), This condition 

is aggravated  by  the  use of a sIngle-pas:  technique, and can be 

coneiderably redueed by multiple-pass  welding. 

The mdcrostructuro of  the  bomb  body (see Figure 	is 

interesting in that it revoele that the heat treatment, preeum-

ably quench-and-draw,  ha  e  beon  unsatisfactory in that the 

suppression cf ferrite  precipitation  hae not been accomplished< 

This and the fine pearlite  indicates too slow a cocling rate. 

The composition  and miceostructure (sec Figure 11) of the tail 

. 7 1 n units reeeal that these are made by stamping frc cold. 

rolled, low-carbon sheet material. 

It is difficult to estimate the effect of misalign-

ment of the tail piece with the  bomb body on the trajectory of 

the projectile. However, measuremente on bombs  and tails joined 

only by a threaded  joint at Veleartier clearly revealed that the 

gross misalignment was not duo to welding but to inaccurate 

threading cperationse The alignment figures previously reported 

(Memorandum V-70)  are  such that it would seem to be reasonable 

that  a definite effect would be produced. It would be  interestire:.• 
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to know just how much misalignment ,:a.n be tolerated and still 

have the bomb pass a bere gau  ge test .  It is felt that exprese-

ions of opinion on this point are cf doubtful value and that 

experiments ehould be conducted to determine the effect of 

misalignment on the percentage of wild rounds, This could be 

done by comparing firing trials cf  b o bs  showing misalignment 

but still passing the bore gauge test with trials of those 

bombs straightened mechanically after welding. 

The frequent breakagesof tail units in . firing when 

only a thr?aded joint was ueed, together with the tiistinctly 

different sound of the wild rounds in flight, are significant. 

Severe stresses on the joint, and also abnormal interference 

with airflow around  the projectile, are indicated, It Is quite 

probable that the eericue welding defects found in nearly all 

tail-to..body welds have resulted in cracking when highly 

strasued. This would permit Grose misalignment of the tail 

piece as soon as the bomb leaves the barrel. Here, again, 

firing trials should ba employed to give factual evidence to sup-

port or refute an opinion. e firing trial of bombs showing 

the woret defects would be expected to show a higher percentage 

of wild rounds than is normal. 

CONCLUSICNS: 

1. Ail  weldi% examined contains serious welding 

defects. This being the case, the welding techniques are open 

to criticisms 

2. The follcwing welding defects were found: heavy 

slag inclusions, cracks in eeld metal and fusion zones, gas 

cavities, and unfilled cratorn. 

3 0  Nicrostructuros reveal faulty heat treatment  of  
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(Conclusions,  cont ,d) 

the bomb body, normalized tail pieces, and cold-rolled material 

in the tail fin units. 

4.  The  bomb body and tail pieces are made from 

SAE 1055  and  SAE 1045 respectively.  The alloying elements 

found  are  considered to be residuals. 

5 0  Misalignment of the tail piece with the bomb 

body was found, At Valcartier this misalignment was found to 

be primarily tho result of inaccurate threading operations. 

6, Welding may be responsible for wild rounds in 

the following manners: 

(a) Gross welding defects may cause partial or 
complete rupture of the tail-piece-to-
bomb-body wold  

(h) The explosion of secondary charges placed. 
between the tail fins may cause breakage 
or severe distortion due to welding defects. 

111.•••••••••• 

- Recommendations: 

1. The welding of the tail piece to the  bomb body 

should be performed as  fully detailed in nomorandum V-70 0  

2 0  Firing  trials  should be  conductedeth four groups 

of  bomba, as follows: 

(a) Those now welded and containing serious 
welding defects. 

(h) Those now welded and showing  the  worst 
aliment  but still passing the  bore 
gauge  test, 

(c) Those now  welded and subjected to a 
straightenints  operation. 

(d) Those to be welded with the  improved 
technique  and subsequently  straightened. 

A firing trial of these groups should permit  accurate 

assessment of the importance of the various factors  involved. 

3. To prevent spot-weld cracks, the welding current 
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should be followed by several surges of current to reduce 

the cbeling rate and thereby avoid the production of  hard, 

britzle structures. 

4. The possibility exists that the design of the 

bemb is 3uch thal; It is unstable at high velocities. It is 

considered that  o. wiud-tunnel test to  check this factor is 

hie17 desirable, provided that air  velocities comparable  with 

that  encountered ln firins trials are  obtainable. 
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I:Mee 2.  

TOP OF SPOT  waua JOINING TAIL  iIN 
UNIT TO TAIL  VICE. 

MOM/ 

;5. 

FILLLT  ValLiMi JOINING  TA IL  len 
UNITS TO 	. -'11!;CE. 
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Figure 5. Fippre 6. 
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o  

MACHINED S3RFAC1!; OF TAIL -PIECE-TO- 
BOM-BODY 

Note heavy slag  inch don.  
.1•••• 

MACRO UCTiONC. OF TAIL-PLIC_i-TO-BOMB-BODY WELD. 

Note heavy slag inclusions at roots of welds. Note, 
also, that machining is not evenly distributed 
between bomb body and tall piece. The right-angled 
change of section at bottom of joint is a severe 
stress raiser. 
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MACROPHOTOGRAPH OF Wil:LDS JOINING 
TAIL FIN UNITS TO T11 TA IL  PI=0. 

Note slag inclusions at roots of fillet welds. 
Note, also, gae cavities and cracks in the 
nugget of the spot weld. The projection of 
the nugget into the fin material Is probably 
the result of a machined projection on the 
outer surface of the tail piece. 
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llemro  8. 

Xb00, etched in 2 per cent nital. 

NORMALIZIM 3TRUGTUa1: OF TUU MIL PUCE. 
«MO 

Fiaure 9. 

X500, etched in 2 per cent nital. 

NORMAL STRUOT1JR2 OF BOMB BODY. 

Pine  pearlite with ferrite (white 
constituent)  in grain boundaries. 
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Figure  10 •  

X600 d, etched in 2 per cent nital. 

TYPICAL STRUCTURE OF HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE OF Beril 
BOMB BODY AND TAIL PIECE MATERIALS. 

X100,  etched in 2 per cent  nital. 

COLD-ROLLED STRUCTURE OF LOW-0AaBON TAIL FIN UNITS. 
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